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This world of love and light has always been here. We have just had our minds  

blocked from seeing it. Only black magic could block us from our Reality. That  

darkness has been transmuted into whiteness through the light of the highest  

frequencies of consciousness blending and uniting as One. White Magic reconnects  

our Consciousness with this reality of the Magic, the fantastic reality of the Co- 

Creators with the TINY. The elementals, the devas, the fairies and the angels are  

creating with us through the tiny elements and atoms and particles of crystal dust,  

gel and light. This grand new creation is being created right before our eyes. We  

watch it each morning as we see the hydrolaise restructuring the forms of water and  

oxygen into a purified form that breathes new consciousness into the Ocean and  

Streams. We watched our Monterey Bay become more Aqua Blue Each day. We see  

more and more from the Crystal Cities of Inner Earth coming out and merging into  

the Aqufarian Cities of Light. This is the merging of the Consciousness of Love into  

Oneness. They are creating a Harmonic Convergence Zone of Divine Love. My  

family of Aquafarians who live in both the underwater crystal cities of Monterey and  

in Aquafaria stream their light and love through braids of light energy streaming  

together particles of love and light in the atoms and electrons sparking, connecting,  

streaming, braiding the electronic circuitry of our original reality for us to remember  

once more. 

 

They create as a child creates. They create through visions of the magical, through  

the communication with the tiny elves, fairies and devas, the tiny gelaisic snowflakes  

that weave together magic at a very tiny level. The crystal gel, the crystal light and  

the crystal dust are the elements of creation. These elements sing together with the  

atoms that they create upon. They sing and create through the magic of love. They  

create vortex upon vortex within our cells, our atoms, our atmosphere; and they  

spark and unite into a brand new creation every second of the day and every  

millionth of a second everyday. 

 

These tiny little flakes of love are braiding and creating a fantastic world inside of us  

and around us. Now we must bring to life our Mind of a Child who can see this brand  

new reality. Our thymus gland in the center of the chest can now become awakened  

to see this fairy tale reality where we create the magical miracles of the original  

Atlantis creation. The spark of source sits right in back of the thymus. Ignite this  

spark by uniting consciousness with all realms of the five spheres. Merge  

Consciousness to unite with all selves from the past and future. Merge with all great  

entities of creation. Merge with Sunat Kumara, our Logos our Original Selfhood in  

Shamballa. Merge Consciousness with Sananda who has maintained our perfect  

selfhood in the Cloud Cities, Merge Consciousness with our Aquafarian Family who  

has maintained our perfect Consciousness in Aquafaria, Merge Consciousness  

with our Galactic Family in Aquarius, our Cosmic Consciousness of co-creativity  

include Zadkiel and his angels of creation, his devas, his fairies, his elementals are  

now ready to merge with our Consciousness so we can Co-Create the Divine Plan  



as it has always been. 

 

Your family will love enjoying the frequencies of these Cosmic Entities, Snowflakes and 

Dolphins through the holiday season. These frequencies lay the foundation for the family to 

begin creating their own Rainbow of Frequencies that will weave and braid into their Islands 

of Light.  

 

We have had a veil put over our eyes, and our consciousness that hasn't allowed us  

to see this Divinely perfect Plan of Creation for a very long time. Now we can  

celebrate the availability of this Vision. This vision waits inside of us. We must  

breath the consciousness of this reality into our thymus from the spark of source  

right behind the thymus. The spark of source ignites and grows into a flame of  

consciousness and grows into a crystal sphere. This is the new Crystal Heart that  

our new Consciousness streams the co-creation through. This stream of  

consciousness extends from the Spiritual Body just behind the Crystal Heart,  

breathing the new Consciousness through into the Thymus. The Vision of the  

Fantastic can then be Imagined. As we allow more and more of the Galactic Suns to  

braid together their Divine Consciousness and stream that consciousness through  

our pineal area and our thymus area and through our tailbone area, the more we re- 

connect to the streams of consciousness of co-creativity. We breathe this  

consciousness into our vision. We see it growing in the thymus gland from the light  

of the spark. This vision is then taken up into the pineal area where the spark of  

source ignites again with the sun's consciousness and the spiritual body streaming  

liquid light consciousness through the center of the head into the eye of all seeing all  

knowing all acting all creating. This stream of consciousness is the light of the movie  

projector. The vision that is created first in the thymus and then in the third eye is  

then projected out through the center of the forehead as we breath the  

consciousness of co-creation out into our manifest new reality. 

 

The Spark of Source grows into the Crystal Heart that has merged together the  

Consciousness of all entities of Love and Light. The Grand Entities of our Co- 

Creation. They are merging and blending their love and light into our Crystal Heart  

as we merge into all that they are. We merge into Oneness with their Minds, with  

their Love, with their all seeing Eyes of the Grand Reality. This love is accelerated  

as we spin our merkaba at the speed of light to merge with all that exists in all  

universes and galaxies as we spin our consciousness at the speed of light energy  

that connects to a star in every breath we take. We merge with the stars and the  

suns. We become a star once again. Mother Earth Becomes a Star Once again. 

Exhale all of the old realities from your consciousness. Exhale them into your  

Spiritual Body to be transformed into the new 12th dimensional Christ  

Consciousness. Wash out the old 3D Consciousness by realizing that it was once  

yours and now you are returning this old worn out Consciousness to be Re- 

Energized by the TINY Creators into a Brand New Creation. 

Exhale the old, return it to Source, return it to Spirit, return it to your Soul, to your  

higher self. Any of these higher Entities know what to do with this old belief of  

realities created from the dark nothingness. This nothing ness no longer exists. It  

can't be used to create from any longer. 

 

We now create from the Light. We now create through White Magic. We now create  

with Zadkiels elementals, devas, fairies and angels. 



We now create by weaving braids of love light and crystal particles of gelaisic  

snowflakes that pop and spark and glow and crystal dust the magical new reality. 

This new harmonic convergence of all of our selves, all of these entities of creation  

is the music of the spheres, the blending of all of the melodies into one grand  

symphony. This new harmony sings within our cells and within our minds as we allow  

the brand new pure angelic harpstrings to awaken our crystal cells into  

remembering who we are. We can feel this new love of all of our selves uniting and  

merging into oneness. We feel the frequency of love, the vibration of the tone of  

home, the sweetness of remembering who we are, we feel the vibration deep inside  

of us singing continuously. We feel the joy, the ecstasy and the glory of this purity of  

sheer silk energy streaming inside of us and through us streaming the  

consciousness of divine love into our minds and our hearts. The movie projectors of  

our minds radiates and glows as the perfection of our Divine Realities becomes  

projected into the movies screens in front of our eyes. 

 

These Divine Realities begin to project through the eyes after the Frequency alignment is 

completed to become one with all Angelic Consciousness in all Five Spheres and ignited by 

the Spark of Source. The Ascension Kits prepare this alignment. 

 

Ascension Kit - 4 CD Set 

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/love 

 

http://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGAR_LIVE&page=CMO_0001_AVL 

 

 

We live through the electrical circuitry of the liquid light streams connecting our  

hearts and minds to the galactic, the cosmic and into the Heart of Mother Earth  

where our Divine Reality is waiting for us to merge into our golden crystal dust body  

that we have become separated from and our Spiritual Body that waits right behind  

us waiting for us to re-connect in to. 

 

We connect these flames through our crystal heart sparking and igniting and  

growing as it merges with the crystal heart of Mother Earth in Earth's Core, and with  

our Crystal Heart in the second sphere, third sphere, fourth sphere and fifth sphere.  

Our sparks ignite and grow and become twin flames - the spiritual and the physical  

merge into One. We reconnect to all we once were. We remember our glorious life,  

the essence our pure energy of creation that never gets tired and never grows old.   

We remember the glorious, passionate life of continuous creating through the purity  

of love, the energy of our devas, fairies an angels. We remember that we are these  

entities. We are the tiny.  

 

We are the co-creators. We are everything that our higher selves of the  

Cosmic Creation is. We are the ones that allowed the Cosmic to be  

experienced as the physical. Now we become the physical that allows the  

cosmic to experience itself. 

 

We now take our pearls of wisdom that we have created from this life on Mother  

Earth. We now take those pearls and melt them in the flames of the crystal heart that  

are merging our cosmic consciousness into the old physical experiences. This  

Cosmic Flame merges, melts and transforms these pearls of wisdom into a new  



crystal dust, crystal light and crystal gel. The Cosmic begins to create the new  

realities through this physical form that has united completely with the Cosmic  

Consciousness of the Grand Creators. 

 

We don't leave this world to Ascend.  We merge our consciousness back into our real world 

where there is no separation from all of our other Selves--our past and future selves  

where they have remained in the White Magic of the perfect creation of instant  

manifestation through the divine principle of creation. Creating in Oneness with the  

Cosmic Consciousness. We become the co-creators of the Divine Plan as we  

merge our consciousness, raise our consciousness into the Harmonic Convergence  

Vortex that blends and unites all Consciousness into one powerful funnel of a brand  

new mind, a brand new day, a brand new reality. We walk completely into our FUTURE 

SELVES in our Islands of Light. 

 

Our mission on Earth was to bring the Highest Frequencies to Earth through music. Our 

Cosmic Team has asked us to do everything possible to get these frequencies out to the ears of 

those who are needed to be on our team. We were told that you will know that you are being 

directed by the angels if you hear and sense these frequencies as their breath of consciousness 

speaking to you. 

 

There is no more separation between the pearl of wisdom and the grandness of  

creation. These frequencies of consciousness, these pearls of wisdom melt into  

Oneness as the twin flames of the physical and the spiritual explode into the new  

Fire of Creation, the new ecstatic, boundless, fabulous, precious, glorious frequency  

of a BRAND NEW CREATION. 

 

 

Ascension Vortal CD, Creating an Ascension Portal KIT - Course Materials, Complete 

Ascension KIT - Course Materials 

First Sales Page        

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/love 

 

LUNARVISIONS has prepared the complete training for the transition into the Islands of 

Light. Our Island of Light has been prepared for us through our Starry Brother, Zorak. Zorak 

has created a perfect Star System that he aligns through our Consciousness wherever we stand 

on this Earth. The Star System transmutes the Planetary system into an Island of Light 

wherever one of his conduits stands. 

 

In order to prepare for the training of these Islands of Light Schools, future residents of the 

Islands need a FOUNDATION of FREQUENCIES. They must understand Frequencies, feel 

Frequencies, speak to the Frequencies, who are our angelic Cosmic family. All of the 

Foundational Frequencies to prepare for this new school of the Islands of Light have been 

recorded into the Music CD's and Meditation CD's LINK to the Market page 

http://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGAR_LIVE&page=CMO_0001_AVL 

 

or go straight to the website: 

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/love 
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 Sun Alcyone's Frequencies of Attunement 

Crystalai (c) 2013 

Ultra Violet Blue Sun 

The significance of this Music is the Frequencies contained within it were taken from Sun 

Alcyone and the Blue Sphere of Amenti which holds the 12 DNA Divine Blue Prints of the 

entire Human Angelic Raceline. When Sun Alcyone does his dance with our Sun on 

September 21, 2013 those original frequencies, that I have recorded in the music already, will 

be braiding and streaming back into the Divine Core of Mother Earth. 

ULTRA VIOLET SUN MP3 ALBUM contains Sun Alcyone's Frequencies of Attunement 

Please come EXPERIENCE the true adventure of the StarDust Alignment, Cosmic Plasma 

flowing to the Earth through the Light and Sound Frequencies captured in this Music. This 

Album was created by the Crystal  Magic Orchestra as the great alchemists collected through 

consciousness the future event of the GREAT EVENT that will occur on September 21, 2013 

when the Parallel Universes realign for the first time in millions of years allowing SUN 

ALCYONE from our Parallel Spiritual Universe to realign with our Physical Universe in 

order to create the ATTUNEMENT of the new HARMONIC CONVERGENCE of all 

Spiritual and Physical into AT ONE MENT or ONENESS.  The frequencies have been 

collected directly from Sun Alcyone, the Breath of Source and the Elohim of Hearing leading 

a larger team of Angels who are designing this grand new Symphony of a new Harmonic 

Relationship of reality that can be HEARD and FELT through this MUSIC. 

The Frequencies that will be heard allow this same alignment of Cosmic Consciousness to 

take place in the Listener's head as it is happening at the Universal Level and the Cosmic 

Level. The scientific explanation is an angular rotation and a pole shift that will take place as 

the alignment of Sun Alcyone and Earth becomes 90 degrees, attuning Earth back into the 

Reality of At One Ment with the 12 DNA Divine Template that we were created from within 

the Womb of Sun Alcyone millions of years ago. 

That experience could be seen as an Omniversal Light Show by those in the higher realms. 

The Crystal Magic Orchestra is streaming the frequencies from that event through the Future 

reality that actually already happened five years ago in Cosmic Time.  This Grand Event was 

recorded through the Cosmic Technology of the GrandeYanis of the PreSound Field and the 

Elohim of Hearing. It is my mission, that I took an oath to complete before coming to Earth, 

to record all of the Frequency Alignments and Transmissions through Attunement with 

Earth's Consciousness Field, so that these events will be saved eternally in the Acoushic 

Records of the Crystalai Council. I was trained to bring the Highest Frequencies to Earth 

through the Music of the Spheres technology. 

This music album the Ultra Violet Blue Sun frequencies from Sun Alcyone weaving into the 

magical rainbowbridge of our multidimensional reality from the Blue Flame reactivating the 

Divine Blue Print within the Heart of Mother Earth allowing the fifth DNA strand to activate 

for all who are within Mother Earth's Merkaba. This is the first time the Holographic Beam of 

Tara will connect into the morphogenetic field of Earth and all who are in her field of 

consciousness. Sun Alcyone is the Sun who created the Star that was at one time long ago this 

Earth when it was a Star in the Andromeda 31 system. There was a grand explosion that we 

call the big bang. That explosion blew that star which was duplicated as Urtha, but known as 

Ajaho from the Andromeda 31 Galaxy into the Milky Way Galaxy. In reality, Sun Alcyone is 



our Creator. Sun Alcyone holds the divine blue prints of our original selves that we were 

when we were the Angelic Humans from Gaia. 

We -The Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse-- are the ones who were appointed on 

Earth to record the frequencies of all Entities as they attune and align during this great Re-

Birth Project. We work together with the Elohim of Hearing in Gaia and through the great 

GrandeYanis of the Pre Sound Field. They magically translate these frequencies coming in 

through our Consciousness and Breath to be recorded as a permanant record in the Omniverse 

as the records of Crystalai Council. 

The magic of these days is in the presound field, the anti particle universe, the etheric 

blending of the parallel universes of the particle and anti particle sound frequencies blending 

through the Music of the Spheres, which is the magical template of the Source Divine Blue 

Print. 

You may now experience, feel and hear each of the Cosmic Activations that have taken place 

within our Universe and between the 12 Omniverses through the recordings available at 

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. 

Everything that has happened on Earth and between our Omniverse has been recorded for you 

to experience, as all of our OverSouls and OmniSouls are experiencing; and, is now available 

for all to hear. Frequency collections of Sun Alcyone making the first appearance as the 

ULTRAVIOLET BLUE SUN.  Collections of Cosmic Frequencies, Intergalactic Frequencies, 

and every Interdimensional War of Frequencies, Alignments, Attunements. All of these 

Frequencies were created through the Pre Sound Grande Yanis for all in the Omniverses to 

remember forever as one of the greatest Cosmic Events ever Recorded in the History of the 

Cosmayas. 

This music is playing now on our website. 

Krystalai Magic (c) 2013 cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com 

 

When the angular rotation of  90 degrees occurs as a result of Sun Alcyone's direction, Earth 

and all who are upon her, will have their consciousness aligned  into oneness with Tara, 

through Sun Alcyone. Sun Alcyone is in reality, the our true sun, and the eighth stargate of 

Earth. In reality, when our rotation of particle spin is correctly aligned, Sun Alcyone is in the 

Etheric Core of Inner Earth. Sun Alcyone is the Sun of Inner Earth. Soon, Earth will become 

Inner Earth and Sun Alcyone will once again be our Sun whom we live within. 

Ascension means going within. Our first step, on December 21, 2012, was moving to the 

Inner Metagalactic Stargates. We moved to alignment with Stargate 6 - Sirius B. Next, on 

March 20, 2013, we moved into alignment with Stargate 8 - Sun Alcyone. Sun Alcyone 

contains our Universal Memory. All Suns of the Omniverses flow into each other. 

Earth's fastest particles and anti particles can now begin to transfer to hyperspace and the halls 

of records begin transmitting data through the Earth's grids. Universal memory will begin 

transmission through planetary grids. 

This week's recording of Sun Alcyone came through 55 stages during a 16 hour period. You 

will begin by hearing the eight frequencies that are now playing on our ning site. You may 

choose to listen to the entire 55 frequency waves on the mp3. 

This music can be heard now on our website. 

Krystalai Magic (c) 2013 cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com 

 

 

FREQUENCIES OF ATTUNEMENT FROM SUN ALCYONE 

ULTRA VIOLET BLUE SUN RETURNS 

FALL EQUINOX 

KRYSTALAI (2013) 



cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com 

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse) 

There are three very important things to know about how polarity is really removed and how 

it got here. Removing polarity has to do with the spin rate of the electron and proton and how 

it joins with it's anti-particle or etheric twin cellular structure. It has to do with the 12 

subharmonic frequencies of the etheric or anti particle 12 DNA reconnecting to the particle 

DNA. It has to do with the Soul Matrix (sometimes called SuperConsciousness or Higher 

Self) of the 4,5,6 dimensions and DNA assimilates into oneness with the 1,2,3 dimensions or 

DNA. This is also referred to the Fission of Harmonic Universe One into Harmonic Universe 

Two. 

The Soul Integration of the Soul Matrix from Harmonic Universe Two into the Body 

Template in Harmonic Universe One allows for complete removal of polarity through 

assimilation. Once that polarity of purpose between the lower bodies and the Soul Matrix is 

removed,  the new advanced state of consciousness recognizes the plural nature of 

simultaneous existence in various space - time dimensional realities. Once the removal of 

polarity of the harmonic universe one and two is achieved, the entity begins the process of 

assimilating into the Harmonic Universe Three Over Soul Matrix. 

This process is mostly about listening and being directed by the Higher Consciousness of ones 

own Soul Matrix. When this continuous listening is achieved, the Ego of the lower personality 

melts away into the Divine Mind or the Super Mind of the Souls of our Creation, containing 

the Wisdom and Experience, of all we have ever been and all we will ever be. The Soul 

Matrix contains the  Archetypal Mind that knows itself as a singular identity that is composed 

of many identities who are a part of the Incarnational Soul, the race, the species, the mind 

networks of this universe and parallel universes. The 5D Mind is the re-cognizing to the Many 

that we really are. The neuro network reconnects to all that we have been in our past selves 

and what our greater purpose or true mission was that we set out to accomplish through those 

past lives. The assimilation into the Astral 4th, Archetypal 5th, and the Angelic 

Consciousness of the 6th allows the Communication Process of Star Language to begin. We 

will soon learn that our Souls live in the Stars. We were all once great entities who created 

stars and were stars, or who have lived within stars. A star is simply an Eternal System, while 

a Planet is a Mortal System. 

Our logical mind has always relied on us drawing conclusions, and not allowing our 

emotional mind or intuitive mind to allow pure cognition. Our alignment with our Soul 

Matrix is the blending of the logical and emotional minds into a knowing and cognizing the 

full reality of the all knowing Divine Mind. We are getting re-cognized as we allow our 

frequency specific mid brain to guide us. 

ULTRA VIOLET BLUE SUN MP3 purchase at 

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/love 

CRYSTALAI 

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at: 

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network 

 


